**Purpose:** Physician payment is a major barrier to free flap-based breast reconstruction in the US.Variations in the payment may create a platform for negotiation, thus directly influencing the behavior contributing to a trend over time.This study aims to elucidate variations in physicians' payment for tissue expander (TE) and free-flap-based reconstruction (FF), and to identify the influence of the payment on the ensuing trend.

**Methods:** Retrospective review of a claim-based data-set of patients enrolled in the BCBS plans, during 2009--2013, was performed. All patients who received service in the top 30 regional MSA by volume and underwent reconstruction after mastectomy for breast cancer were included. Plastic surgeon specific 5-year payment per patient, net growth rate, and variations were calculated for each reconstruction type. **Results:** Of the total 25,209 patients analyzed, 84.4% received TE, and 5.6% underwent FF based reconstruction. Compared to TE, the average 5-year physician-payment was higher(\$2550vs.\$ 3737),growth rate was lower(18.8% vs.14.2%),and payment variation was higher in FF(59%vs.116%). Per\$1000 gain in the payment for a TE procedure, the TE/FF ratio increased by 41.2%(r2=0.210,p=0.009),whereas, per \$1000 gain for FF, the FF/TE ratio increased by 5.8%(r2= 0.003, p=0.757).

**Conclusion:** Greater payment variations in FF, and significant association of increase in fiscal gain with TE/FF ratio may demonstrate elasticity of plastic surgeons towards TE.
